Complete emergency resection of a tumor in the trachea can be achieved with rigid bronchoscopy. In this case, the airway obstruction occurred on two occasions 20 months apart. The diagnosis was obtained using an interventional bronchoscopy approach with rapid improvement of the condition and opening of the airway lumen at the time of diagnosis.
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Diffuse Alveolar Hemorrhage as First Manifestation of a Pheochromocytoma

Hemorragia alveolar difusa como primera manifestación clínica de un feocromocitoma

To the Editor:

Diffuse alveolar hemorrhage (DAH) is a clinical condition characterized by hemothysis, anemia and dyspnea. The radiological pattern of this disease is defined by ground-glass consolidations and interlobular septal thickening (crazy-paving pattern). Causes are multiple and include malignancy, infections, autoimmune diseases, coagulopathies and pulmonary hypertension. Pheochromocytoma is a tumor derived from chromaffin cells that typically presents as arterial hypertension (HT) associated with diaphoresis, tachycardia and headache. We describe below the case of a patient whose initial clinical manifestation of pheochromocytoma was massive hemothysis and acute coronary syndrome. This case demonstrates the importance of considering pheochromocytoma as a possible diagnosis in cases of DAH with no apparent cause.

A 68-year-old male was seen in the emergency room after an episode of frank hemothysis associated with oppressive chest pain, nausea, sweating and pallor. Dyspnea, cold sweats and pallor were confirmed on physical examination. BP>180/100 mmHg, HR 120 bpm. There were no significant changes on ECG and bilateral diffuse alveolar pattern was observed on chest X-ray. Laboratory test parameters of note included blood glucose 257 mg/dl, leukocytosis with neutrophilia, hemoglobin 14 g/dl (MCV normal), creatinine 1.19 mg/dl, urea 62 mg/dl, troponin T 596.6 ng/l and CK 186 U/l. Arterial blood gases were compatible with hypoxemic respiratory failure (PaO₂ 51.4 mmHg). Non-ST segment elevation acute coronary syndrome with hemothysis was suspected, so the patient was admitted to the ICU where double antipatele therapy was initiated but not anticoagulation, due to hemothysis. The patient had another episode of frank hemothysis associated with a hypertensive crisis requiring oxygen therapy and intravenous bolus administration of methylprednisolone. The clinical picture improved within hours with normalization of renal function and anemia (Hb 10.9 g/dl). When the patient was interviewed again, he reported episodes of headache, sweating and palpitations on performing Valsalva manoeuvres. CT showed a crazy-paving lung pattern, ground-glass consolidations and interlobular septal thickening, compatible with alveolar hemorrhage (Fig. 1A) and heterogeneous left adrenal lesion 46 mm × 40 mm (Fig. 1B). Raised catecholamine and metanephrine levels in

Fig. 1. (A) CT axial image showing crazy-paving lung pattern: ground-glass consolidations and interlobular septal thickening. (B) CT axial image with contrast medium showing heterogeneous left adrenal lesion, 46 mm × 40 mm.
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Quality Audit of Spirometries Carried Out in Primary Care in the Healthcare Region of Lleida: Espir-Audit

Auditoría de calidad de las espirometrías realizadas en atención primaria de la región sanitaria de Lleida: Espir-Audit

To the Editor:

Spirometry is a keystone in the diagnosis and follow-up of respiratory diseases, and must be used at all levels of healthcare. Nevertheless, one of the main drawbacks of this test is that results depend directly on the quality of the maneuver carried out by the patient and correct interpretation by the medical professional.

In the healthcare district of Lleida, a long-term effort has been made to provide spirometers and training to all primary care (PC) professionals.

We present the primary conclusions of a quality audit of spirometries performed in Lleida. The parameters of the maneuver and acceptability of the curves were evaluated using the Miller standardization as reference. Each parameter was scored as correct or incorrect by consensus of participants. A total of 273 spirometries were included in the study (4.8% of all those performed in 2012) from 16 PC centers (73% of the primary healthcare areas in the province of Lleida). The mean age of patients undergoing spirometry was 57.1 years (SD: 16.3) and 172 (63%) were male. No statistical differences were observed in age or gender distribution between the centers. Bronchodilator testing was performed on 242 patients (88.6% of the study population). A total of 57 (20.9%) of the spirometries were classified as unacceptable, 84 (30.8%) were acceptable and 132 (48.4%) were correct. Accordingly, 216 (79%) were considered clinically acceptable/correct and 57 (20.9%) were not.

No significant differences were found between the proportion of acceptable/correct and unacceptable spirometries performed at the reference hospital and the PC centers overall. However, significant variability was found when individual centers were compared (unacceptability ranging from 5% to 62.5%) (Fig. 1).

A very high percentage of PC centers that had and used a spirometer took part in the study. However, these devices may be used less than that in other borderline areas, since the rate of spirometries/100 inhabitants/year in the Lleida healthcare region is 1.01, lower than the mean rate in Catalonia (1.32). The audit was performed by consensus of participants; therefore, the number of spirometries audited varied greatly and there may have been cases of interindividual variability that were not controlled, a factor that could limit extrapolation of the results of this study.

Further studies are needed with a sample size appropriate to the activity recorded and based on a design that allows any changes after intervention to be measured. Moreover, wide variability in quality was detected between the different PC centers, suggesting that individual improvements need to be made. A continuous coordinated effort is required to ensure that technical resources are used efficiently once all centers have been suitably equipped.
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